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site strategy + concept plans
Design strategy

Link the reframed gym to
new outdoor public spaces a Town
Square and an outdoor Event Space
(that will link with the future park)
and to smaller scale, “everyday”
facilities and activities.

1. Functional
A creative and intelligently
linked network of spaces,
uses, functions and
materials that generate
a vibrant, permeable,
interconnected and
sustainable hub.
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2. Experiential
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Align the strategic
priorities with an iconic
building, memorable
landscape and welcoming
spaces that connect and
stimulate the community
experience.
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3. Realisable

Retain and recycle the Gym’s
structure and reimagine it as a
versatile, enclosed public space
(for generally) larger scale events,
with a public community lounge
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1 Indoor Event Space (Gym)
2 Public Lounge
3 Town Square
4 Outdoor Major Event Space
5 Meeting
6 Cafe
7 Occasional Childcare
8 Link

Introduce an economical,
emblematic roof that re-invents the
old gym and redefines a new heart
and urban centre for Kingston.

Community engagement,
strategic phasing and
informed design decision
making to ensure
operability, adaptability
and ultimately deliver an
enduring and inspiring
legacy for the Kingborough
community.
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Landscape

The Kingston Hub is a place of meeting, the heart of the
community, providing the engaging settings for public life
and identity. The Kingston Community Hub will be a startup, a catalyst for a future new town centre. We have created
a series of environments that support diversity and provide
choice to deliver a creative and intelligent synergy between
space, use, function and materiality and generate a vibrant
and sustainable place.

The design of the new civic landscape for the Kingston
Community Hub starts form the belief that all great public
spaces carry the collective memory of the community that
they serve. Well-loved spaces are imbued with the traces
and habits of repeated visitation, use and age. They evolve,
they are not made. By re-using the material and texture
of the former Kingston High School site as the stuff of the
new plaza, the project creates a heightened sense of place
- former and future public narratives occur simultaneously
and on common ground.

PROMENADE
Promenade

The public ground plane that we propose consists of a
number of connected types of spaces.
A treed Boulevarde and new generous footpaths widen into
a public Town Square in the south east of the site. Trees
from the Boulevarde slip into the space providing shade and
shelter to a civic scaled plinth that acts as seating, stage
and meeting place for the Hub.
A generously proportioned and visually porous Link space
connects the Town Square to a north facing Events Square
which enjoys active edges with the Community Hub and an
open edge to the adjacent City Park, which can be annexed
for events and activities that merge with the amphitehatre.
Throughout the public realm, existing paving slabs are
retained, salvaged, re-cut and collaged into a richly textured
ground plane that retains the traces of prior use and life.
This bricolage field includes the provision of civic scaled
furniture and seating edges, formed from folds of the
material ground. Panels of planting complete the field
and provide intimacy, smaller rooms and subspaces for
gathering.
First Steps
Some first steps to the remaking of the place may consider
cultural recording, research of remnant motifs, graffititi
tagging, artefacts & Kingston High School alumni to
embed meaniningful stories and memories.
A ‘club wall’ or pavement or similar, internal or external,
will give recognition and celebrate the diversity of
all organisations that contribute to the Kingborough
community – physically recording and identifying all
organisations/groups
Pop-up, mobile food caravans and other devices can
be used around the perimeter until the precinct is fully
developed.

The direct link/connection between the Town/Entry
Square and the Event Square (through the new Hub
facility) produces natural activation, direct indoor-outdoor
connectivity and maximum flexibility for a diverse activity
spectrum. The Town/Entry Square then becomes the foyer/
arrival point to The Hub, defining a much larger north facing
Event space.
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The fundamental elements and structure of the Gym will be
retained and re-imagined with a new vaulted roof structure
and flexible floor plan. Opportunities for outdoor events
will be provided with a suite of colourful and comfortable
furniture elements, that accommodate groups or individuals
in a Wi-Fi enabled environment. Both fixed and flexible
furniture can provide responsive public spaces, allowing
gatherings to occur in response to microclimatic change,
both diurnal and seasonal.

To ensure that the Hub can constantly evolve and respond to
new patterns of use or need, a range of activity overlays has
been illustrated. The curation of a comfort layer of elements
– such as beanbags, stools and other movable elements –
are proposed to create ‘sticky’ places, where people want to
be and choose to stay, in response to season or diurnal sun
movement.

BOULEVARD

0

Our design approach to providing dynamic civic spaces is to
create opportunities for public and social life that naturally
extend outdoors from the buildings, to delightful, sheltered
spaces that have thermal comfort. The design caters for a
high degree of flexibility of use, with an acknowledgement
that there will be a gradation of events and happenings
throughout the year, from ceremonial gatherings
to individual meetings, childcare, café, community
performances and major events.

The concept is based on two, linked public spaces – one
as the point of arrival from the Boulevard/Promenade
intersection and the other a larger platform for major
events, with sun, view prospect by orientation through north
east to north west. The re-purposed gym can open to both
public spaces.

TOWN
SQUARE
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Placemaking + Connectivity + Community + Identity

In an era saturated with information and on-line content,
the face-to-face activities at The Hub will be the memorable
experiences: meeting to discuss and plan, to chat over
coffee, to practice, play or rehearse. The powerful outlook
to the Wellington Range to the north west provides a strong
sense of place and orientation.

EVENTS
SQUARE
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functional
Transparency, permeability, a generous
link and connectivity to outdoor spaces
are designed to foster fluid places to
meet, discuss and engage in the ebb
and flow of community life.
The re-purposing of the Gym and re-crafting of the civic landscape spaces,
with their adjacent (future) bounding buildings, will enhance and augment
social exchange, enabling community, food + beverage, event and performance
activities to operate in a synergistic way.
To create a unique identity, we propose a plan that promotes a sense of
community beyond the individual, breaking down the gym and new facility
into separate elements and providing a formal civic space with a sunny and
wind protected informal public space.
Key Moves
–– create a destination of distinct and diverse possibilities that is active,
welcoming and warm – allowing for a gradation of events and happenings,
with natural connections between spaces
–– service the public spaces and Gym with a ground plane/floor grid to bring
them to life and provide flexibility to locate food, beverage and event
opportunities; from Growers Market to Dark MoFo.
–– merge the perimeter of The Hub with its future bounding buildings and
landscapes to invite connection, activation and permeability
–– clearly identify main entries with access directly from the Town/Entry
Square or Major Events Square to increase connections and engage the
Promendade & Boulevard
–– increase activation, connectivity permeability and ensure ease of access
and flow
–– link the former Gym with The Hub at the ground level for entry, access and
servicing normal day- to-day, ensuring connection to the whole precinct.
–– separate bump-in from the day-to-day community entries by careful
location of vehicle access, loading and servicing points.
–– design a capacity to adapt space over time, as needs change and allow for
flexibility of activities.

Proposal montage to Sketch perspective, KHS Site Development Plan (p 53)

